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Abstract In this paper, we present a database management scheme for an intelligent surveil-
lance system utilizing multiple visual sensors and RFID readers. The objects are tracked and
identified by multiple visual sensors and RFID readers. We define three different types of data
structure to consistently store data for effective data storage. They contain global object
number and identification as the common information of the same object. The global object
number is uniquely assigned for each track object. The previously stored data without the
common information is back-annotated when it is available in the system. Moreover, when the
global object number changes because of imperfect detection and tracking, the system
maintains consistency information between global object numbers for the same object by
comparing their local target information or positions. The fragmented information for an object
is also stitched through map information. The simulation results demonstrate that the database
information for objects is successfully recovered with consistency.

Keywords Intelligent surveillance . Consistencymanagement . Iterative decision process .

Heterogeneous sensor network . Database

1 Introduction

Recently, many researchers have much interest in an intelligent surveillance system. An
intelligent surveillance system consists of many different processes such as object detection,
object tracking, object classification, object identification, information management and infor-
mation visualization [8, 14, 17, 18]. In these surveillance systems, many sensors are deployed
to collaboratively process information [1, 2]. Visual sensors are used to track the positions of
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objects and identification sensors are used to uniquely identify the objects [3, 4, 6]. Also,
visual sensors with PTZ functionality zoom in objects to obtain the high resolution information
[5]. One of the key functionalities in an intelligent surveillance system is to search the
information related to a surveillance event from the database [12, 16]. Information manage-
ment and searching process have also been considered important approach for other research
area, for example, data recommendation field [9, 11, 15].

However, the raw data that the surveillance system collects has a common problem of
its incompleteness [13]. It is mainly due to sensor’s imperfect detection capability [10, 20,
22]. In many surveillance systems, the object tracking is not trivial when the number of
objects is large and densely populated. Because of the density of the object, uniquely
identifying and associating the objects under heterogeneous sensor network environment
is far from ideal. Often times, the object identifications are falsely associated. As result, a
very limited true result is searched from the existing database [7, 19, 21]. The aggregated
raw data must be conditioned properly for consistency. Moreover, the amount of aggre-
gated data is significantly large so that accessing the database is very inefficient in terms
of computation such that an effective information caching mechanism is necessary to
reduce the information access time. In this paper, we present a database management
scheme for intelligent surveillance system with heterogeneous sensors. In order to store
the raw data, we define two different data types for local target information and global
object information. When no tag is associated in a data, we infer the relevancy of the data
among objects, which have existing data. As result, the data has probability of objects,
which are related to the data. Similarly, when multiple tag IDs exist, we measure the
probability. In order to minimize the information access time, we proposed to use
subcommand process mechanism so that minimal set of data is needed to provide accurate
trajectory information.

The remainder of this paper has 5 sections. In Section 2, we present the overview of the
application model and the problem description. Section 3 present data store and management
for an intelligent surveillance system with heterogeneous sensors. Section 4 presents informa-
tion retrieval methodology with database consistency. Section 5 presents system evaluation
and our contribution is summarized in Section 6.

2 System description and design overview

In the traditional surveillance system, human operators monitor objects by relying on the visual
information through surveillance cameras and may simply record the video frames into storage
systems. It may be sufficient to confirm suspects with the past information at specific time and
place. However, the intelligent surveillance should be able to retrieve any accident automat-
ically even with limited clue information. In order to support such capability, the surveillance
systems must incorporate the database system with effective information management and
retrieval. In order to maintain the database system, the application first requires the system
modules, which gather sensory information, associates heterogeneous sensory information and
creates/updates database information.

In this paper, we consider the surveillance system with heterogeneous sensors such as
visual sensors and RFID sensors. While each visual sensor locally detects objects, the visual
association module plays a role of tracking objects by associating objects local detection
information from pairwise visual sensors. The RFID association module plays a role of
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associating objects tracked by the visual association module with their RFID tag ID when they
enter or leave the coverage of a RFID reader. RFID tag IDs are used for identifying objects
tracked by visual sensors. The visual association module and the RFID association module
create/update information in the database system. The active visual sensors with PTZ func-
tionality operate to obtain the high resolution image of objects. The objective of this paper is to
make a decision about people’s type of actions related to surveillance accidents through the
database system.

Figure 1 shows the proposed platform to handle user’s information retrieval. As the
surveillance system senses objects, it gives the sensed data to the raw data management. It
structures the data in a format to be stored in the raw data database. In the meantime,
information search requests from users take place.

The raw data in the surveillance system stores large amount of time and space
information about objects. As objects continues to moves around, the raw data keeps
growing toward the time and space dimension. Differently from the data in the traditional
database, the data inherently has incompleteness. Due to sensor’s detection errors, there
exists the fragmented trajectory data in the raw data level. The group and miss-association
problems of heterogeneous sensors cause an object to have multiple identification infor-
mation or no identification information respectively in the raw data. The back-annotation
mechanism is incorporated to correct such identification in the raw data. However, there is
limitation to handle incomplete data in the raw data level, especially when an object is not
sensed and no raw data exists.

In order to search decision result from the raw data, the query processing has to be
structured. We define user’s interesting decision as a query. To handle a query, we
design a language for raw data access and decision search. For efficient data access, a
complex query is decomposed into combination of simple queries. To stitch the incom-
plete data, the estimation/prediction using map information is incorporated. Based on
the stitched data, the decision for objects is inferred. The estimation becomes impossible
when there is no clue data at all. Thus, the decision is made through incremental data
access.

Data

Query Interpreter

Subcommand
Process

Decision 
Process

Data
Access

Data
Construc�on

Surveillance System

Map Database
System

Surveillance System

Fig. 1 The block diagram of the system model
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3 Raw data management

3.1 Basic data store mechanism

Figure 2 illustrates the target surveillance system consists of visual sensors and RFID sensors.
Each visual sensor locally detects an object within its field of view. An object becomes
localized by two visual sensors through the association of their local detection information
about the object. A RFID sensor detects object’s enter or leave within its sensor coverage. In
order to recognize if an object enters or leaves the sensor coverage through visual sensors,
there is a homographic line approximating the coverage. When an object is found as crossing
the line and is detected by a RFID sensor, the object is identified through its tag ID as well as
localized.

Each visual association module consists of the set of visual sensors and each visual
sensor detects objects in the surveillance region. The visual association module finds
correspondences between detected targets and localizes objects. Every time new data for
detected targets and objects are received in the visual association scheduler module from
visual association modules, the data is stored by the predefined data structures shown in
Fig. 3. The first data structure is created for each locally detected target. The location of
the local target on the image is stored with detected time t, camera number Cl, local target
number TNl in the created data structure. The second data type is created for each global
object. The global location is stored with the second associated camera time t, global
object number ONi, a pair of camera numbers Cl and Cm, a pair of local target numbers
TNl and TNm . The third data type is created for each zoomed target by active tracking

Fig. 2 Illustration of the surveillance system with heterogeneous sensors
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module. Once the visual sensor begins the zooming process, the data structure of the third
data type is created. The zoomed image frame is stored with the detected time t, camera
number Cl, local target number TNl in the created data structure.

3.2 Back-annotation method

When an object moves around the surveillance region, each visual sensor detects the object.
The system begins storing the local target coordinate in the data structure of the first type. The
local target number does not change while the target is continuously tracked by the system. If
the system fails to locally track the target, the system considers it as a new target and a new
local target number is assigned to the detected target. Because the visual association scheduler
does not receive the data for the old local target number, the data structure for the old local
target number is transferred in the database and the data structure for the new local target
number is created with the new detection time to store the local target coordinate. When the
object enters the overlapped field of views by more than two cameras, the visual association
scheduler also receives the data for the global object. Then, the global object number is filled in
the data structure of the first data type for local targets and the data structure of the second data
type for the global object is created to store the global coordinate. However, the visual
association scheduler updates the field of the global object number for the data that already
transferred in the database.

In order to update the global object number for the old data in the database, the visual
association scheduler creates a back-annotation event whenever it receives new global objects.
A back-annotation event for the global object number is defined with its local target number.
Once the back-annotation event is received in the back-annotation event handler module, the
back-annotation event handler module checks if the database is not written by any other
modules. If the database is available for the write access, the back-annotation event handler
module updates the global object number by searching the data structure having its local target
numbers.

When the surveillance system has RFID readers for object identification, the system has
another back-annotation event to fill in the identification in the database. The identification of
the global object is updated in the global information by the RFID association event handler
module and the visual association scheduler module uses the identification to fill in the data
structure. However, before the identification is updated in the global information table, some

Fig. 3 Illustration of three different data types in the database
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data without identification can be transferred in the database because of the maximum size of
the data. In order to have the complete information in the database, the RFID association event
handler module updates the global information table for the identification as well as creates a
back-annotation event for the identification. A back-annotation event for the identification is
defined with the global object number and the corresponding identification. The back-
annotation event handler module searches the data structure with the global object number
and fills in the identification in the database.

Figure 4 illustrates the process of back annotation mechanism. When the object enters the
coverage of RFID reader R1. It is assumed that the RFID association event handler module
associates global object number ON1 (t125) with its identification ID1 and updates the global
information table at time t250. The visual association scheduler module reads ID1 for ON1 (t125)
in the global information table and fills in ID1 in the data structure. At the same time, the RFID
association event handler module creates a back-annotation event with ON1 (t125) and ID1 .
The back- annotation event handler module searches the old data without identification by
ON1 (t125) and fills in ID1 in the database.
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the back-annotation for single association with identification
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3.3 Low level inconsistency database handling

We consider two non-ideal sources to manage the database. One is detection failure and
another is local tracking failure. Both the failures cause the change of the global object number
for the same object. Although the targets may be detected by two cameras at the next time, they
are considered to be new targets and the new local target numbers are assigned to them. Also,
the global object generated by them is considered to be a new global object with a new global
object number. The local tracking failure means that targets are continuously detected but they
are not successfully associated with previously detected targets. Because they are considered to
be new targets, they have new local target numbers. The global object generated by them also
has a new global object number. Because the system executes the back-annotation operation
with the global object number in the back-annotation event, it does not fill in the identification
in the data with different global object numbers. Then, when the system tries to search the
object trajectory with the identification, only partial object trajectory can be found.

The system keeps the global object information to consistently maintain the database
against the detection and local tracking failures. The global object information is updated by
the visual association scheduler every sampling time. If the global object disappears due to the
local tracking failure in one camera or the detection failure in one camera, they have the same
local target number. Hence, the system compares the local target numbers of the disappeared
global object with the local target numbers of each candidate global object. If the same local
target number is found, the system keeps the list of the previous global object number and the
global object number with the same local target number. On the other hand, when the global
object disappears because of the local tracking failure in two cameras, the system cannot find
the changed global object number with the local target number. In this case, the system checks
the distance between the locations of the disappeared global objects with the location of each
candidate global objects. When only one distance is within the estimated distance by the
constant velocity, the candidate global object is considered to be the disappeared global object.
For the detection failures in two cameras, the system cannot link the disappeared global object
to one of any current global objects. Thus, the system uses the estimation window to find the
link between the disappeared global object and the current global object.

4 Query handling and database access

4.1 Operation overview and query characterization

A query is a high-level representation to be used for obtaining the information that one wants
to know about objects from the database. Figure 5 illustrates the subcommand-based query
processing for simple query and compound query. A subcommand retrieves and constructs
data necessary for deciding a query answer. Given a query, it is decomposed into a sequence of
subcommands in the first pass. The query answer may be searched in the data prepared by
those commands only. We consider such query as a simple query. On the other hand, if a query
iteratively requires subcommands, we consider it as a complex query.

The entire query processing operates through subcommands. A query interpreter creates a
sequence of subcommands by using map information for a given query. It also decides if it is
necessary to make additional subcommands, especially for a complex query, when it receives a
query answer from the decision process. A subcommand process receives a subcommand the
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decision process as well as the query interpreter. Then, the subcommand process gives a set of
commands to the data access. A command enables data reading from the database based on the
minimum resolution. Whenever the data access process reads raw data, the data construction
process formats it in the structure defined for easily getting a query answer. Since it is time-
consuming, they share the state information about the previously collected data, to avoid
redundant data access and construction.

4.2 Decision process and interpreter interaction

The decision process operates in the following steps. Suppose that the subcommand process
constructs the data through a list of subcommands from the interpreter. The decision process
firstly checks if the data necessary for decision exists in the constructed data. Then, it performs
the data searching based on subcommands from the interpreter and returns the search results to
the interpreter. Before searching the data, it is necessary to check whether or not the necessary
data for searching is indeed in the constructed data. Suppose that the data is constructed for a
query about checking if two objects A and B meet. Even though the data for two objects exists
in the raw data, the data about object A is only stored in the retrieved data. Thus, the decision
process is not able to obtain a proper search result.

The decision process stores a list of objects in the data table. It is for the interpreter to easily
generate a final query answer. The table is created for a query. A list of objects obtained
through subcommands for the query is stored in a table. For each object, not only single tag ID,
but also multiple tag IDs and unknown tag ID are stored. Thus, the time range and place range
of the table is determined by the time and place given in a query. The place range in the table is
bounded by the map size. However, when a query has no specified time, the time range may
infinitely increases. In order to practically maintain the table, the time range for the given query

Fig. 5 Illustration of subcommand-based query processing for simple query and compound query
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is bounded to a certain range (e.g., a day) by the interpreter. The table is flushed by the
interpreter, once it finds the final answer.

4.3 Iterative decision process

The interpreter mainly has three roles, to generate subcommands for data retrieval and to
generate subcommands for decision (searching), and to generate combining methods of
searched results to make a query answer. According to queries, the interpreter has different
behaviors with respect to the above roles.

Given a query, it may produce a list of subcommands for data retrieval and decision at once.
Then, it decides a final answer with all searched data. Another behavior is that an interpreter
produces multiple subcommands but it may determine the query answer with search results
from the first few subcommand. Then, it flushes the constructed data and stops the remaining
subcommands. The third behavior is that an interpreter may generate subcommands for
decision not at once, but iteratively. Thus, after analyzing the search result of a subcommand,
it generates next subcommand. After all subcommands for decision, it determines a query
answer like others.

When no place information is specified in a given query, the interpreter bounds the place by
using the reference place. Specifically, the interpreter searches a list of logical places under the
reference place through the map hierarchy. The searched places are in the level of spatial
resolution of a subcommand. For each place, it formation is specified in a given query, the
interpreter bounds the time by using the reference time range. It divides the maximum time
range into smaller ones according to the time resolution of a subcommand. Then, it generates a
list of subcommands for each time range. This mechanism is naturally applied to the case that a
query has time information larger than the time resolution. A query may have no both time and
place. Then, the interpreter generates a list of subcommands about the reference time range
with respect to each place in the reference place range.

4.4 Handling insufficient data for decision

Since the data that the subcommand process retrieves is insufficient inherently, the
interpreter may make an incorrect query answer. It is because the raw data in the database
used as source data, stores incomplete information about objects due to the imperfect
detection of sensors. As result, even though an object passed by a certain place indeed, the
data misses such record. Figure 6 illustrates the information flow of the overall stitching
process.

The decision process generates subcommands for a query, and updates the object list from
the constructed data to the data table. From the data table, the interpreter makes a query
answer. However, since the constructed data has incomplete information, the decision process
tests if the data is insufficient or not, before getting the object list. When insufficient, it notifies
the stitching process to estimate the missing data. Then, the stitching process stores the stitched
data separately from the original constructed data. Practically, they are overlayed in the same
format to allow the decision process to obtain the object list in the uniform manner. For
stitching, the decision process may determine that it needs more data beyond the spatial and
temporal range that a query specifies. Then, it gives subcommands to the subcommand process
and the additional data is added to the constructed data. Based on the data, the decision process
repeats the stitching process.
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The subcommand for decision is extended to start the stitching process as well as to obtain
object list from the constructed data. It is because the constructed data contains the missing data
for objects. Thus, naturally, the decision process starts the stitching process before obtaining the
object list. There are a variety of insufficient data cases according to query types. First, the
constructed data may have two sequential existing paths where the missing data exists between
them. If we generate probable paths from the end of a path to the end of another, the missing
data is possibly estimated based on those paths. However, second, the constructed data may
have an existing path such that it is not certain how to estimate. Thus, it is necessary to retrieve
additional data, to search another path closest to the existing path temporally.

The basic missing data case is when two data units for an object are sequential, but no data
exists between those data units for some time ranges. The decision process searches objects
from the retrieved data in all existing place ranges in the order of the time range. This is called
object scanning. At each time range, it stores place and time about the searched objects.
Suppose that the data about a stored object is searched next.

If the difference between the stored time and the searched data is more than the time
resolution, the decision process determines the missing data exists between the previous place
and time and the currently searched place and time. Specifically, Fig. 7 illustrates the procedure
that the decision process determines that the missing data exists between two regions. The
decision process gives the path connectivity information including an object, the probable
paths about the missing data and the time range surrounding the missing data, to the stitching
process. The missing data between sequential data units may spread out the multiple places. In
order to help the stitching process to generate the missing data, it is necessary to give the path
connectivity information for the missing data. Thus, the decision process uses the region-
connectivity to obtain a path from the place of the first data unit to the place of the second data
unit. Along with the path, the decision process gives the time information of the first and
second data units. This is for the stitching process to give the time information to each place of
stitched data.

Fig. 6 Illustration of the information flow of the overall system for the stitching process
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5 Evaluation and verification

In this evaluation, we use CEWIT building at Stony Brook University as the surveillance
environment. 40 objects with tag ID and 60 objects with no tag ID exist in the environment
from 8 AM to 5 PM. In each room and hallway, two cameras and RFID sensor are considered.
Its location is associated with tag ID detected by RFID sensor. We generate three types of data
according to the degree of data inconsistency. The inconsistency is mainly affected by two
factors such as tracking performance and association performance. The tracking failure takes
place as randomly according to uniform distribution. For association performance, we generate
three cases, group association, miss-association and incomplete association by 30, 20 and
10 % for three types of data.

Fig. 7 The decision process is illustrated for initiating the stitching process to connect the data corresponding to
two available regions. The data is connected through probable paths
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Figure 8 shows an example of the hierarchy map. To get effectiveness of search, we define a
spatial element, partition. The number of rooms and hallways are evenly distributed within each
partition. The data retrieval is done hierarchically from partition level to unit level. In order to
estimate object’s future trajectory, it is necessary to know the connectivity between spatial
elements. Such connectivity map information is represented by a graph as shown in Fig. 8b–d.
The edge indicates bidirectional connectivity between two nodes indicating spatial element.

As shown in Fig. 9, all objects can be visualized. Moreover, the trajectories before and after
the consistency maintenance can be visualized. Figure 10 demonstrates the results of the query
for determining the possible meeting events of two objects. The result indicates there are two
possible regions that two objects met. One illustrates that the inferred region is small due to
sufficient data available. The other shows the entire room (shown in bottom right) due to
insufficient data available.

Fig. 8 The map information generated for the environment: a map hierarchy, b partition map, c region map, d
unit map for R1
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Fig. 9 Illustration of visualized trajectories. Trajectories from the raw data as well as stitched data are
shown

Fig. 10 Inferred meeting region of two objects. Larger region indicates that insufficient data were
available
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6 Conclusion

This paper presents a database management scheme for an intelligent surveillance system with
heterogeneous sensors. One of the key problems for designing intelligent surveillance system
database is accurate information access efficiently. The size of data grows in time and the
database inconsistency makes the information access very difficult. In order to increase the
accuracy and to minimize the access time, the inconsistency of the database is minimized with
real-time back-annotation. The information query process is simplified through subcommand
process method. The subcommand process generates minimal amount information as a cache
to improve the access time. To verify the proposed system, we have constructed simulation
environment with heterogeneous sensors (visual cameras and RFID readers). TO create the
inconsistency, the dense object trajectories are incorporated to recreate group associations and
false associations. The simulation results demonstrate that the database information for objects
is successfully recovered with consistency. For the future work, we will investigate the
probabilistic approach with the history trajectories of objects to consistently maintain the
global object numbers for closely neighboring objects.
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